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Introduction  

This is a guide providing accommodations in the general education classroom. Its development is the 

result of requests from teachers for help in how to implement accommodations for special education 

students in their classrooms.  

In these pages you will find some basic information regarding adaptations and accommodations. We 

have tried to keep the information uncomplicated but comprehensive enough to enable anyone to 

provide accommodations when needed. If you have any questions or concerns that are not addressed in 

this guide, you can contact a Campus Case Manager. The Region 4 Educational Service Center offers 

workshops throughout the year on adaptations and accommodations for specific curricular areas. Check 

their catalog. You can also check with the Special Education office for further information.  

This guide is by no means exhaustive of the possibilities for accommodating.  

 

Using This Guide: 

So now you need to know how to implement a particular accommodation that the ARD committee has 
determined is necessary for the student to succeed in the general education classroom. The following 
pages should provide some assistance.  If you still have questions after using this guide, ask the special 
education teacher, educational diagnostician or one of the student’s therapists for help.  
 

To use the guide simply find the number of the modification and turn to the corresponding numbered 

page. Each accommodation has at least 4 alternatives for implementation listed: most have many more 

than that. 

 

Legal Background  

There is a strong legal background for provision of accommodations to individuals with special needs. 

Pertinent regulations and requirements at the federal level may be found in:  

 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act for individuals identified with a handicapping 

condition which makes them eligible for special education services available through the public 

education system;  

 Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, a civil rights act that provides for accommodations for any 

individual who has an identified or suspected disability which limits a life function and,  

 American with Disabilities Acts mandates nondiscrimination and building or programs 

accessibility.  

 

Pertinent Texas state laws and regulations include:  

 Commission’s/State Board of Education rules  

 Texas Education Code  
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Definitions: Accommodations vs. Modifications 

 

An ACCOMMODATION is defined as any adaptation made to the instruction or the learning 

environment, as well teaching methods and testing procedures, that does not substantially alter the 

instructional level, content or performance criteria.  In other words:  adaptations that do not change 

WHAT the student needs to learn, aka, the CONTENT. 

 

Changes in the way instruction is delivered, or the format of materials, are needed by students with 

learning differences to enable them to progress with the general curriculum and participate actively in 

the classroom and in school wide activities.  These changes are made in order to provide a student equal 

access to learning and equal opportunity to demonstrate what is known. 

 

Accommodations are provisions made in how a student accesses and demonstrates learning.  While 

they change the way the students access instruction and demonstrate proficiency, accommodations do 

not fundamentally change the course content standards or expectations.  Examples can include changes 

in the: 

 Presentation and/or response format and procedures 

 Instructional strategies 

 Time/scheduling 

 Environment 

 Equipment 

 

For example, a student with a vision or hearing problem may simply need to be seated closer to the 

speaker or whiteboard. A student with a physical impairment may need extra time to complete the 

same assignment as the other students in the classroom or may need access to a computer to perform 

writing tasks rather than writing them by hand. A student with a learning disability may need to have 

classroom notes copied for him because of an inability to simultaneously listen to a lecture and write the 

information presented. The teacher is not altering the essential core of the information or task, but is 

simply adjusting the method of its delivery or reception.  
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Accommodations in Instructional Strategies and Methods 
 

I. Expository Mode  

A. Lecturing  

1. Provide lecture outlines  

2. Provide copy of lectures notes  

3. Use technology to provide visual presentation during lecture  

4. Allow student to audio-type lecture  

 

B. Explaining  

1. Keep simple and direct  

2. Give in simple declarative sentences  

3. Provide outline of explanation  

 

C. Discussion  

1. Ask questions you know student can answer  

2. Keep discussion short  

3. As points are made, project or list on the board 

4. Divide class into groups for brief discussions  

 

D. Telling  

1. Be specific in information given  

2. Be sure you have student’s attention  

3. For students with short attention span give in small segments  

 

II. Inquiry Mode  

A. Asking Questions  

1. Alter format of the questions  

2. Provide a longer “wait time” to give slower student a chance to process the question  

3. At the beginning of class, tell the student which question he/she will answer so that he can 

prepare his answer well in advance  

4. Reinforce student for asking and answering questions even if his/her responses are incorrect  

5. Ask questions at the cognitive level of the student (i.e., knowledge, comprehension, analysis, 

synthesis, evaluation)  

 

B. Stating a hypothesis  

1. Have student choose from 2 or 3 alternate hypotheses  

 

C. Coming to Conclusions  

1. Present alternate conclusions  
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D. Observing  

1. Give explicit directions about how to and what to observe  

2. Provide sequential checklist of what will happen so that the student sees the steps  

3. Have student check off each step observed  

 

III. Demonstration Mode  

A. Experiments  

1. Provide sequential steps  

2. Have student check off each complete step  

3. If the teacher demonstrates, have the student assist  

4. Be sure student fully understands purpose, procedures, and expected outcome of experiment  

 

B. Exhibits  

1. Assign projects according to student’s instructional level  

2. Have student select project from a short list  

3. Provide directions and a list of materials needed  

4. Be sure project does not require skills student does not have  

 

C. Modeling  

1. Model only one step at a time  

2. Use task analysis on steps  

3. Use visual models when possible  

 

IV. Activity Mode  

A. Role Playing  

1. Be sure student understands role  

2. Short lines or no lines at all  

3. Respect privacy of student who does not want to participate  

4. Let such a student assist another  

 

B. Constructing  

1. Select project for student or let him select from a short list  

2. Provide sequential checklist  

 

C. Group Work  

1. Assign peer tutor  

2. Select activity/group role student can succeed at  

3. Use variety of grouping procedures  
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A MODIFICATION is defined as a distinct change in the essential core of the information or task.  

Modifications are substantial changes in what a student is expected to learn and to demonstrate.  

Changes may be made in the instructional level, content or performance criteria.   

A task which is modified for the individual with a disability is not expected to do the same task that the 

non-disabled peers are asked to perform.  For example,  

 A student with a reading disability is given a text or article at a lower readability level than the 

regular class text.  

 A student with a hearing impairment is not penalized for spelling or grammatical errors due to 

the impact of language-related problems inherent with a severe hearing loss. Alternately, this 

same student may be allowed to use a computer with a spell-checker or grammar-checker 

enabled. 

 

Documentation  

It is not enough to tell someone that you are following the IEP for a student; you must be able to 

present proof that you are implementing the accommodations. In addition, your lesson plans need to 

demonstrate that you are taking into account the individual needs of your students as you are planning 

instruction.  

When requested you should be ready to submit proof of accommodations to:  

1) a parent,  

2) the campus/sped administer  

3) the IEP Committee at the student’s annual review or if you request a change in placement,  

4) the IEP Committee when it meets to discuss why a student in your class is failing over a period 

time,  

5) the special education teacher,  

6) a lawyer or a parent advocate who is representing a student, and  

7) a representative of TEA should they come for an audit or site visit  

 

How to Document  

Accommodations are to be tracked on the Service Documentation Log (SDL). Refer to the SDL Guidance 

Document in the Appendix section of this resource (pg. 29). 
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1. Altered Format Materials: 

For one reason or another, materials in their published form may not be appropriate for the exceptional 
student. A little preparation by the teacher using knowledge of the student’s disability and/or learning 
style before the lesson will enable the student to become a more independent learner.  

 Have slower readers read modified, related, or condensed material/stories that cover the same 
concepts.  

 Chunk / Segment materials: Cut a long worksheet into smaller sections and give the student one 
section at a time.  When one section is completed, hand out the next section.  Follow this 
procedure until all sections are complete. When assignments appear long or complex, many 
students have difficulty completing them.    

 Highlight textbooks: Emphasize major ideas in yellow, important names and/or terms in 
alternative color.  Students will be able to see the important information.  

 Pre-teach vocabulary:  Provide a written list of vocabulary words before each lesson.  This will 
assist the poor speller.  

 Shorten assignments by matching the level of the student to the assignment.  

 Provide the student with tapes of chapters or taped lectures.  

 Consider page spacing carefully by:  
o allowing ample space between items  
o showing an obvious division between sections, and  
o separating subsections with lines if appropriate.  

 Use large copies of written materials for poor readers.  

 Provide the student with study sheets or study guides (see Appendix pgs. 27 - 53).  

 Change an assignment to fill-in-the –blank with a word bank of choices.  

 Multiple choice spelling test:  Provide a list of correctly (and incorrectly) spelled responses to 
choose from.  

 Share materials with other teachers.  Drill sheets from a lower grade level may be applicable to 

students with whom you are working, as long as they are based on a grade level TEK. 

 Underline important words.  

 For math worksheets, group problems involving the same process (all addition together, all 
subtraction together, etc.).  

 Adapt test format (see Appendix pgs. 27 - 53).  
 

 

2. Assignment Notebooks: 

Students with learning difficulties often have poor organizational skills and study habits.  They need 
concrete reminders to complete assignments on time. Assignment checklists provide the structure they 
need.  

 Require students to keep daily records of assignments due and completed.  The special 
education teachers often require this of their students. Contact them if you have questions 
about the content or format.  

 Provide time at the beginning or end of the class for students to write assignments.  

 Write assignments at a specific place on the whiteboard.  Provide plenty of time for students to 
copy.  

 Assignments should contain clear, specific information with due dates.  

 Some students are motivated to complete and update daily assignment sheets if given extra 
credit.  
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 Verbal reminders are important.  

 When assigning a long-term project to the student, set up a Project Outline of due dates (see 
Appendix pgs. 27 - 53).  

o Check frequently to see that they are on schedule.  

 Teach students to use a calendar effectively as an organizational and study aid.  

 Remember to remind the student to note and record assignments missed due to absence; or, 
assign the student’s study partner to perform this task 

 See “Preparing Assignment Sheets” in Appendix pgs. 27 - 53.  
 

3. Auditory Aids  

Learning styles vary among learners. To accommodate auditory learners, teachers must vary the method 

of instruction. Regardless of the specific exceptionality, a particular student may rely on one modality 

more than another in the learning process. A student with auditory strengths will learn best by hearing 

and speaking.  

 Allow the student to verbalize or “talk through “tasks.  

 Mnemonics:  Provide auditory and rhyming cues, for example, HOME:  Huron, Ontario, 

Michigan, Erie and Superior, to remember the Great Lakes. (see Appendix pgs. 27 - 53).  

 Allow the students to subvocalize or point while reading or doing assigned work.  

 Use oral tests occasionally and require oral responses.  

 Provide a tape recorder and a study partner to interpret and aid in written directions.  

 Tape lectures. Keep a tape recorder at the teacher’s desk. The teacher manipulates the recorder 

in order to screen unnecessary input.  

 Allow the student to repeat and rephrase instructions and directions.  

 Use audiovisual aids such as movies, sound filmstrips, videocassettes, etc. to reinforce what is 

being taught.  

 Tape study questions, spelling words, vocabulary words, and other information requiring 

independent drill and practice.  

 Provide a checkout system and time for students to secure and use available tapes.  

 Access e-book sites on the internet and have the computer read the story to the student.  

 Keep taped lectures on file for student to check out for reinforcement.  

 

4. Calculation Devices  

Certain students have severe difficulty with the retention of facts. Today, technology will allow these 

students to function well as adults and bypass this specific learning disability. For certain students, the 

ARD Committee or the Section 504 Committee will recommend that adaptive devices be used in the 

classroom, based on whether or not the student meets the eligibility criteria set by TEA.  

 When recommended, allow the student to use calculators and other devices (e.g., multiplication 

chart) so that processes can be taught.  

 In subject areas requiring the application of math (e.g., science, vocational courses, etc.) allow 

the student to use a calculator.  

 See Appendix pgs. 27 - 53.  
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5. Clearly Defined Limits  

Some students need the safety and assurance of clearly defined limits or rules. They require structure 

outside of themselves in order to behave in ways that support learning.  

 Clearly define four to six rules that you expect students to follow in your class.  

 Discuss and post class rules so that each student clearly understands what is expected (e.g. 

CHAMPS)  

 Specify positive consequences when students follow class rules. Tell students when they do 

things right.  

 Specify the continuum of negative consequences that will be carried out when rules are broken. 

Tell students when they do things wrong and take action.  

 For students who break rules frequently, try an individual behavior contract. (See Appendix pgs. 

27 - 53).  

 Some special education students may already be under a specific behavior management plan. 

Contact the Special Education teacher for more information.  

 Involve the student’s parents. Make sure that parents understand how student are expected to 

behave in school and encourage similar clarification of limits at home.  

 Provide the student with positive feedback that indicates he/she is successful as often as 

possible.  

 Maintain the most positive, professional relationship with the student (i.e., an adversary 

relationship is likely to result in failure to follow directions).  

 Be a consistent authority figure (i.e., be consistent in relationship with the student).  

 

6. Cool Down  

Exceptional students, as do all individuals, may become overwhelmed with work, amount of 

information being received, stimulation in the environment, or outside pressures. A few minutes to 

regroup may be all that the student requires to effectively participate in the class again. Ideally, a 

cool down period should be no more than 5 minutes. The student should be able to effectively 

regain control in that amount of time.  

 

 Post the class rules in a prominent position in the classroom.  

 Introduce the student to the rules and classroom expectations in an individual conference. 

Emphasize the positive benefits of compliance, but be sure to explain the consequences.  

 Provide the student with a specific description of appropriate behavior (i.e., facing forward, feet 

under desk and on floor, etc.) or classroom expectations.  

 Set up a signal with the student that does not draw attention to him/her but will serve as a 

reminder to place him-or herself in timeout.  

 Temperature Chart:  Allow the student to self-monitor his/her emotional condition or capacity 

for stimulation.  

 Allow the student to be the arbiter of what is too much and when to remove him-or herself 

from the situation.  

 Evaluate the appropriateness of the task to determine:  
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a. if the task is too easy or difficult, and  

b. if the length of time scheduled to complete the task is appropriate.  

 Place the student in a carrel in order to reduce distracting stimuli which may cause the student 

to behave inappropriately.  

 Allow the student to:  

a. putting his/her head down on the desk  

b. moving to a carrel or empty section of the class  

c. move to a predetermined separate location such as the counselors’ office, library, etc. 

for a short period of time.  

 Follow-up with the student as soon as possible after each timeout to talk about what led to the 

timeout and discuss constructively how the student handled it.  

 Provide the student with positive feedback that indicates he/she is successful as often as 

possible.  

 Implement de-escalation strategies.  (See Appendix pgs. 27 - 53).  

 

7. Emphasis on Major Points  

 Teach students to recognize signal words in lecture and written material to guide studying (i.e., 

most of all, a key feature, a major event, above all, especially, etc.)  

 Teach students to recognize conclusion words to guide their study time (i.e., therefore, as a 

result, consequently, in addition, for instance, etc.).  

 Use think stems. 

 Have the student write their own study questions after lectures, discussions, reading 

assignments, etc.  

 

 

8. Encouragement for Classroom Participation  

Many learning disabled students exhibit extreme nervousness when called upon in class. This may be 

due to low self-esteem, the knowledge that he/she is unlike other learners, or the inability to study 

effectively. The student who does not participate in classroom discussions misses out on many 

instructional opportunities.  

 Give a student the responsibility of tutoring another student.  

 Allow student to work with a partner on a specific assignment.  

 Request that the student be the leader of a small group activity if he/she possesses mastery of 

skills or has an interest in that area.  

 Try various groupings to determine the situation in which the student is most comfortable 

carrying on a conversation with peers and adults.  

 Create situations and opportunities for the student to experience social and academic 

successes.  

 Provide the student with positive feedback, which indicates he/she is successful, important, 

respected, etc.  
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 Establish and use effective routines and procedures so that students actively participate in 

groups. (T-TESS 3.1) 

 Communicate with parents in order to share information concerning the student’s progress and 

so that they may reinforce classroom participation as well.  

 

9. Encouragement To Verbalize Steps Needed To Complete Assignment/Task  

A student identified as an auditory learner will benefit from being able to rely on his/her strongest 

learning modality when encouraged to repeat information, directions, and explanations to him-or 

herself.  

 Have the students silently repeat information just heard to help him/her remember the 

important facts.  

 Encourage students to silently repeat or to sub-vocalize steps in an assignment.  

 Ask students to explain to the class or a study partner how to complete the assignment or task.  

 Ask students to list concepts or make an outline before answering an essay question, beginning 

an assignment, etc.  

 

10. ESL Materials  

Learning disabled materials don’t necessarily speak, read or write English as their native language. 

English as a Second Language material can be made available to you to enhance instruction in the 

student’s native language. Most publishing companies also print textbooks in languages other than 

English. Contact a local representative about ordering such ESL materials.  

 Contact your Abby Cumbie (ext. 1157) about the availability of such materials for your student.  

 

11. Extra Time for Completing Assignments  

Students with learning problems often work at a different speed than peers. It frequently takes them 

more time to complete work with accuracy. When special students feel rushed, they frequently turn in 

assignments that are incomplete or quickly done with excessive errors.  

 

 Allow extra class time for guided practice, providing independent drill or practice through 

homework assignments once the student understands the skills/concepts.  

 Develop a time line to complete assignments, allowing the student to start earlier or finish later 

if the student’s writing and reading skills indicate a need for more time than classmates do.  

 Monitor the student’s efforts and progress on assignments often. Reward extra effort with more 

time when the student needs it to produce quality work.  

 Maintain realistic expectations of the student’s ability to complete assignments.  

 Determine with student realistic expectations of when each type of assignment is to be 

completed (e.g., homework, class work, book report, etc.) Set up a schedule of due dates with 

the student beforehand and remind the student of this schedule when a new assignment is 

begun.  

 When assigning a long term project to the student, set up a Project outline of due dates (see 

Appendix pgs. 27 - 53).  
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 After an absence have a conference with the student to set deadlines for making up each missed 

assignment.  

 Use a tutorial period later in the day or the next day to allow the student to complete the 

assignment.  

 

12. Extra Time for Oral Response  

Students with learning disabilities often have problems with short-term memory. They may require 

more time than others to pull information from memory storage and prepare it for verbalization.  

 Wait time:  Allow the student several seconds of time to formulate answer before using auditory 

cues.  

 When the student is required to recall information, provide the student with Auditory cues to 

help the student remember information previously presented (i.e., say, “Remember yesterday 

when I said...” etc.).  

 Reduce distracting stimuli around the student to allow for improved concentration.  

 Make certain that all directions, questions, explanations, and instructions are delivered in the 

most clear and concise manner and at an appropriate pace for the student.  

 Make certain the student is attending to the source of information.  

 Prepare the student to answer questions by drawing his/her attention to information about to 

be disseminated. In other words, don’t surprise the student with a question for which he/she 

was unprepared.  

 Present the student with his/her question (i.e., for a response later during the lesson) as he or 

she enters at the beginning of the class. This will provide the student with time to prepare an 

answer to the question without pressure.  

 Establish a pre-determined non-verbal cue with the student prior to calling on them (ex: let 

student know that when you stand next to his/her desk, that’s the signal that you will be calling 

on them next) 

 

13. Extra Time for Written Response  

Students may have fine motor, perceptual difficulties or problems with written expression which may 

require extended time to complete written assignments. It frequently takes them more time to 

complete work with accuracy. When special students feel rushed, they frequently turn in assignments 

that are incomplete or quickly done with excessive errors.  

 Predetermine with the student exactly how much time is allotted to finish each assignment.  

 When assigning a long term project to the student, set up a Project Outline of due dates (see 

Appendix pgs. 27 - 53). Allow the student to start earlier or finish later if the student’s writing 

and reading skills indicate a need for more time than classmates.  

 After an absence, have a conference with the student to set deadlines for making up missed 

assignments.  

 Allow extra class time for guided practice, providing independent drill and practice through 

home-work assignments once the student understands the skills/concepts.  
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 Monitor the student’s efforts and progress on assignments often. Reward extra effort with more 

time when the student needs it to produce quality work.  

 Maintain realistic expectations of the student’s ability to complete assignments.  

 

14. Frequent Breaks  

Students who have short attention spans or physical disabilities may require frequent changes of 

position and activity in order to learn.  

 Build frequent breaks or movement into the class period when the students cannot sit still or 

when the introduction of new or difficult material results in loss of attention.  

 Allow specific students to leave group instruction areas for short periods to relieve tension.  

 Assign active students special activities which require movement.  

o Examples: errands, messages, straightening class materials, handing out materials, 

assisting with bulletin boards, etc.  

 Change activities frequently. 10 - 15 minutes activities yield greater learning than one activity 

for 45 - 55 minutes.  

 

15. Positive Behavior Supports  

Students with serious learning, behavior, or emotional difficulties may need intensive and concrete 

feedback to help them monitor their learning and social behaviors. Continuously evaluate the 

appropriateness of tasks to determine if it’s too easy or difficult, and if the length of time scheduled 

to complete the task is appropriate. Provide the student with positive feedback that indicates 

he/she is successful as often as possible. Maintain the most positive, professional relationship with 

the student (i.e., an adversarial relationship is likely to result in failure to follow directions).  Be a 

consistent authority figure (i.e., be consistent in relationship with the student.)  

 

 Post the class rules in a prominent position in the classroom.  

 Maintain visibility to and from the student. The teacher should be able to see the student and 

the student should be able to see the teacher, making eye contact possible at all times.  

 Be mobile in order to be near the student frequently.  

 Locate yourself near the student when making explanations to the whole group.  

 Place a barrier between the student and the distracting stimuli which may cause the student to 

behave inappropriately (ex: study carrel, set up dividers on student desk, etc.).  

 Set up a signal with the student that does not draw attention to him/her but will serve as a 

reminder to follow the class rules of expected behavior.  

 Remind the student of the rules at the beginning of each day, each class, or each period as 

appropriate.  

 

16. Frequent Feedback  

Feedback on tasks being attempted or completed is one of the ways that everyone learns. The 

frequency of the feedback determines whether mistaken perceptions are clarified quickly or correct 

responses are reinforced appropriately.  
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 Check with the student periodically during independent practice to ensure that the student is 

following directions appropriately and is on the right track.  

 Let the student know throughout a lesson that he/she is working correctly.  

 When providing correction, emphasize the correct answers, not the incorrect ones.  

 Let the student work in a small group during guided practice; use peers to provide feedback.  

 Use self-checking materials (check-list task completion, calculation devices, answer keys, 

behavior charts, etc.).  

 

17. Frequent Reminders of Rules  

Students with serious learning, behavioral, or emotional difficulties may need intensive and concrete 

feedback to help them monitor their learning and social behaviors.  

 Post the class rules in a position in the classroom.  

 Introduce the student to the rules in an individual conference. Emphasize the positive benefits 

of compliance, but be sure to explain the consequences.  

 Provide the student with a specific description of appropriate behavior. Speak to the student to 

explain: (a) what the student is doing wrong and (b) what the student should be doing. (i.e., 

facing forward, feet forward, feet under desk and on floor, etc.).  

 Set up a signal with the student that does not draw attention to him/her but will serve as a 

reminder to follow the class rules of expected behavior.  

 Remind the student of the rules at the beginning of each day, each class, or each period as 

appropriate.  

 

18. Highlighted Materials for Emphasis  

Visual aids assist many students in the learning process. An estimated 60% of all students learn best 

visually, or with a multisensory approach.  

 

 Highlight important material in texts or handouts:  Underline or use markers to highlight  

o key words (e.g., new terms or concepts)  

o main ideas  

o graphs, maps, charts, boldface type terms, important names, dates, places, vocabulary, 

and picture captions.  

NOTE: You don’t need to highlight the text itself. Make a photocopy of the text page.  

 Use different colors to train for match-up and eye tracking.  

 Star what is most important, teaching the ability to identify key points and corresponding 

highlighted detail.  

 Use markers to highlight projected documents.  

 Write directions on handout, projected display, whiteboard and leave for future reference. 

Provide copy at student desk.  

 Use colored dry-erase markers on the board to distinguish activities.  

 Use color-coding on worksheets and when using the whiteboard or overheard.  
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 Use charts, posters, flashcards, sentence strips. Let students use at desk and leave for future 

reference.  

 Provide 3”x5” blank cards with a window cut in the center to help the student focus on one 

question or problem at a time.  

 

19. Immediate Feedback  

Feedback on tasks being attempted or completed is one of the ways that everyone learns. The 

frequency of the feedback determines whether mistaken perceptions are clarified quickly or correct 

responses are reinforced appropriately. Immediate feedback should be used with students who have 

extreme difficulty understanding concepts.  

 Let student work in a small group during guided practice: use peers to reinforce.  

 During practice, monitor students who frequently have difficulty with new material. Check for 

understanding and re-teach when necessary.  

 Provide someone with whom student can review and practice most critical points.  

 Provide individual instruction to the student. This can be done during a tutoring session with the 

teacher before or after school, by prior arrangement with a special education teacher, or after 

the whole group has gone to individual practice.  

 Use self-checking materials (check-list task completion, calculation devices, answer keys, 

behavior charts, etc.).  

 

20. Implementation of Behavior Contract  

Students with serious learning, behavioral and emotional problems are unable to follow the regular 

school discipline plan. They may require more intensive and concrete feedback to help them 

monitor their learning and social behaviors. In such a case, a special plan or behavioral contract 

must be developed for the individual student’s needs. In some cases, ARD/IEP committees or 

Section 504 committees may specify the type of behavioral checklist to be used. Contact the campus 

LSSP, behavior specialist, special education teacher, or Section 504 coordinator if you have 

questions regarding specific forms or formats being utilized.  

 

 When class management systems and class charts do not effectively structure positive 

responses individual behavior charts are often effective. (Examples of charts can be obtained 

from special education teachers and counselors.)  

 Write a contract with the student specifying what behavior is expected (e.g., acting in a 

deliberate and responsible manner) and what reinforcement will be available when the terms of 

the contract have been met. (See Appendix pgs. 27 - 53).  

 For some students, it is important to have daily notations sent home and signed by parents. This 

increases home/school communication and increases consistent expectations. Some teachers 

employ a notebook, which the child carries on a daily basis between home and school.  

 When behavior checklists are used, special education teachers and counselors like to monitor 

the student’s performance and conference at least weekly. Any special notes that can be 

provided are helpful to those conferences and help identify student progress over time.  
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21. Instructional Aides  

Instructional aides are a rather broad category, which encompasses anything you can do to adapt your 

instruction or the learner’s practice of what was taught. It incorporates an awareness of learning style 

modalities and effective teaching practices to ensure learner success.  

 Provide the student with a lecture outline of material to be presented.  

a. The outline consists of important phrases, dates, names, etc.  

b. The outline consists of only Roman numerals and alphabet letters which the student is 

expected to fill in.  

c. The outline is mostly narrative with blank spaces for the student to fill in with 

information gained through the lectures.  

 Graphic organizer:  Provide the student with a graph or chart either completely filled in or blank 

in which to write information as it is presented.  

 Allow the student to tape lectures or assignments.  

 Provide highlighted texts or study sheets.  

 Utilize a color-coding system:  

a. Use three distinctly different colors (ex:  highlight key words in blue, definitions in pink, 

important fact and information in yellow) 

b. Standardized color coding throughout class or school.  

c. Post the color-coding scheme.  

 Provide the student with handouts and checklists.  

 Videotape demonstrations.  

 Use audiovisual materials such as recordings, videocassettes, films, filmstrips, etc.  

 Reduced level of reading materials.  

 Assign the student a study partner.  

 Provide the student with an outline of the major points in a chapter.  

 Provide the student with a list of questions to use as a study guide when reading material.  

 Make a study list.  

 List questions to be answered.  

 List page numbers on which the student can find answers.  

 Provide leading questions to guide the student’s studies.  

 Provide the student with a list of all bold-faced, italicized, or new concept words in the chapter.  

 List key words in the order they occur within the chapter including corresponding page 

numbers.  

 Have the student maintain a vocabulary notebook or file box of vocabulary words for each 

chapter.  

 Use large type or lettering with adequate spacing on handouts.  

 Use good quality of copy.  

 Use anchor charts. 

 Utilize manipulatives and hands on learning activities to engage students visually and physically.  

 Provide sentence stems and writing prompts. 
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22. Minimal Auditory Distractions  

The auditory learner and the student with attention deficits need a quieter environment from which to 

gain the greatest amount of learning.  

 Seating should be away from hallways, doors, windows, and climate systems to reduce outside 

noise.  

 Provide a carrel or quiet place away from distractions.  

 Allow the student to wear headphones to muffle sounds in the environment.  

 Make arrangements with the librarian or the special education teacher for a quiet place for the 

student to do work.  

 Seat the student close to the source of the information.  

 Maintain, as much as possible, a quiet learning environment.  

 

23. Note Taker/Note-Taking Paper  

Students who have poor written language skills or who have physical/hearing impairments need 

assistance taking study notes.  

blank to be completed. An outline may be completed for the student to follow during an activity or it 

may contain blanks for the student to fill in as he/she goes through the activity.  

 

To prepare an outline:  

 Select the main ideas and pertinent facts to be presented.  

 Write each section of the outline on a separate page.  

 Allow adequate space between items.  

 Indicate an obvious division between sections such as a new page or a line across the page.  

 Tape lectures. Keep a tape recorder at the teacher’s desk. The teacher may manipulate the 

recorder in order to screen unnecessary input.  

 Allow the student to use a word processor or computer word processing program for note 

taking.  

 Allow time at the end of class for students to compare their notes with another classmate.  

 Before note taking is completed, use a handout or project a model example of the notes to 

show students the expectation.  

 Have students skilled in note taking sit in the approximate area of a special needs student. 

Encourage note sharing.  

 Allow time at the end of class for note reviewing.  

o Teacher directed: Provide drill in the subheading to determine if students noted all main 

ideas: show completed notes with the document camera.  

o Students directed: Allow students class time to correct notes, review concepts and/or 

read another student’s notes to check for completion.  

 Assist the special needs of students by highlighting important sections of class notes.  

 Have the student take notes from the highlighted text to improve note-taking skills and 

comprehension of material.  
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 Provide a partially completed outline and emphasize topics to be filled in while lecturing and 

using the projected document/visual or other visual aids.  

 Reinforce the student and the student assistant by rewarding both for cooperatively completing 

note-taking tasks.  

 

24. Opportunity to Repeat and Explain Instructions  

Again, students with auditory perception problems, short-term memory problems and attention deficits 

require the opportunity of being able to check that they understand what was explained to them.  

 Have the student repeat or paraphrase what is said to him/her in order to determine what was 

heard.  

 Stop at key points when delivering directions, instructions, and explanations in order to 

determine student comprehension.  

 Deliver directions, instructions, and explanations at an appropriate pace.  

 Tell the student what to listen for when being given directions, receiving information, etc.  

 Have the student question any directions, explanations, instructions he/she does not 

understand.  

 Have the student silently repeat information just heard to help him/her remember important 

facts.  

 Have the student repeat directions back to you. Have the student ask questions, reflecting what 

they would like to know about the topic or projecting what the paragraph might be about (ex: 

KWL Chart).  In this way any misunderstanding or missed steps can be clarified.  

 

25. Opportunity to Respond Orally  

Students with learning difficulties have trouble organizing their thoughts in written form. They can often 

respond to questions or assignments better when allowed to answer orally.  

 Allow the student to complete independent practice activities with oral responses. Tape 

recorders, peer tutors, and volunteers can provide teacher assistance.  

 Allow student to give or present oral summary of reading assignment.  

 Give short, oral exam: allow student to respond orally in person or on tape.  

 Have student participate in panel discussions covering test material before the test is given.  

 Accept oral responses and comments made during discussions in class as evidence of 

comprehension of concepts presented.  

 

26. Oral Exams  

Some students have skills and concepts to demonstrate competencies on tests but do not have the 

reading skills necessary to understand all test questions. In order that subject matter competencies are 

assessed, rather than reading skills, it is necessary that tests be read to some students.  

 Read tests orally during test time. This may assist many less proficient readers.  

 Make arrangements for oral administration in advance of the test.  

 Ask that the test be taped for administration during class. Student listens to the tape of the test 

while reading test copy, manipulating the tape recording to work at his/her own pace.  
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 Provide reading support for questions and answer choices upon student request. 

 Utilize technology to provide oral administration (i.e., create an audio file the student can access 

on the computer).  Contact your campus Tech Instructional Coach for assistance. 

 

27. Peer to Read Materials / Peer Tutoring / Paired-Working Arrangement 

The exceptional learner confronts a variety of challenging tasks each day. Some the student is able to 

resolve independently, but others are too overwhelming. The assignment of a peer tutor or work 

partner reduces the anxiety level of the exceptional learner while providing a model for effective 

learning techniques.  Additionally, for the learning disabled student or the student with visual 

impairments, it is necessary to modify the format in which written material is presented. 

 Assign a peer tutor to read assignments or questions to the student.  

 Assign a peer to record written assignments for the student to listen to at a later time.  

 Allow the student to listen as other members of the class read text, article, etc. 

 Establish peer assistants or a buddy who can read text material to the poor reader.  

 Allow time at the end of class for students to compare their notes with their partner.  

 Allow the student to do independent practice work with a partner.  

 Allow the exceptional student who demonstrates understanding of a particular concept to tutor 

another student.  

 Establish peer assistants or a buddy who can transcribe taped assignments for the poor writer.  

 

28. Positive Reinforcement  

Research indicates that in order for the students to master new information, positive reinforcement 

must be given frequently and immediately. Research also indicates that for low achievers to learn new 

information, they must experience success and positive reinforcement 90-95% of their learning time. 

Students who have experienced frequent failure or who have had inconsistent learning, home or school 

environments often require concrete reinforcers to develop mastery. Concrete reinforcers include 

tangible rewards.  

Find out what the student values.  

 Construct a list of privileges or class activities that students can earn with appropriate classroom 

behavior, accurate work, or time on task.  

 Provide positive special reinforcement in your class: smiles, winks, verbal praise, posting 

“student of month” picture, eye contact, phone call to parents, pat on the back, positive 

comments written on papers, special recognition in front of the class.  

 Find ways to say, “Very good” and adjust praise at the age and level of your students. Whenever 

possible, be specific when praising:  

“Good remembering!” “You’re really working hard today”, “You are really good at 

___________”, “Congratulations, you got _______ right!” “That paper is neat and easy to 

read”.  

 When introducing a new lesson or concept, positively reinforce approximations toward the 

target and not just correct responses (Say: “I like the way you’re thinking.” or “I like where you 

are going with that.”).  
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 When reinforcing acquired tasks, use reinforcers less frequently and fade them out. 

 When providing correction, emphasize the correct answers, not the incorrect ones. Record the 

number of correct responses (+15 or 15/20) rather than the incorrect ones (-5).  

 Extinguish inappropriate minor behaviors by ignoring the misbehaving student and praising 

students who are behaving appropriately. (Example: Teacher ignores Jane and states, “I like the 

way Bob is sitting quietly with his book and ready to start”.  

 Use concrete reinforcers that are of value to the student.  

o establish what the individual likes or dislikes. 

o concrete positive reinforcers can include bronco bucks, tokens, stamps, stars, or any 

number of objects/items in which the student is interested.  

 Note academic or behavioral performance on a chart or bar graph so that the student can 

concretely see how he/she is doing from day to day.  

 Send home written happy grams, notes, certificates, etc., noting exceptional work.  

 Write positive comments on papers and display good work/projects in class or school bulletin 

boards.  

 

29. Preferential Seating for Instructional Purposes  

For a variety of reasons some students need to be closer to the teacher. It may be for behavioral control, 

holding the student’s attention, or another reason. Developing an awareness of your position in 

relationship to a particular student will not deter from your attention to the others in your classroom.  

 Sit the student close to your document camera or the whiteboard during instructional time.  

 If you move around the classroom when giving instructions and directions, place the student’s 

desk in an area to which you are often close to.  

 Placement next to the teacher’s desk is not the best position for the student if you don’t use 

your desk often. It will allow the student more unsupervised time than you prefer.  

 When working with a group of students, sit the student to your dominant side (i.e., right or left 

hand) or directly in front of you.  

 

30. Private Discussion Regarding Behavior  

Students with severe learning, behavior or emotional problems most probably have extreme difficulty 

with low self-esteem. Singling them out for poor performance in academic or behavior may cause more 

problems than there were in the beginning.  

 Speak to the student as quickly as possible after the incident occurs but away from peers (in the 

hallway during class, after lunch, after school, etc.) to explain:  

a. What the student is doing wrong and  

b. What the student should be doing.  

 Use de-escalation strategies (See Appendix pgs. 27 - 53). 

 Be sure to follow-up with student after each incident of inappropriate behavior as soon as 

possible after the emotions from the incident have cooled down. Always try to bring the 

situation back to a positive one.  
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31. Reduced Assignments  

When students have learning difficulties, it often takes them more time to complete assignments. 

Shortened or reduced assignments will provide necessary practice while allowing the student with 

special needs to complete work in a reasonable time period without undue pressures and frustration. 

Students with physical handicaps usually require more time to complete assignments. In reducing any 

assignment, the goal is for the student to learn the concepts taught.  

more important and require that these items be 

completed first.  

 

 Star the essential items. Give bonus points for additional items completed.  

 Provide a study guide for essential items.  

 For drill/practice assignments, reduce the number of questions or problems to be done at one 

time. Smaller assignments made more frequently provide the same amount of practice.  

 When students have difficulty with written language, shorten the assignment. Allow them to 

tape their responses or give their answers to a classmate/aide who transcribed them.  

 Have slower readers read adapted, related or condensed material/stories that cover the same 

concepts (ex: rather than providing simplified texts, remove irrelevant information so that the 

key concepts remain).  

 Cut a long worksheet into smaller sections and give the student one section at a time. When one 

section is completed, hand out the next section. Follow this procedure until all sections are 

complete. When assignments appear long or complex, many students have difficulty completing 

them.  

 Shorten assignments by matching the reading level of the student to the assignment.  

 Underline key words on handouts/assignments for student to focus attention.  

 Highlight text to emphasize major ideas (in one color), important names and/or terms (in an 

alternate color). 

 Shorten the number of assignments.  For example, in reading/writing: if the requirement is 4 

compositions in a specified amount of time, allow the student to do fewer compositions 

concentrating on improving the mechanics and style of the writing; math:  reduce number of 

problems making sure rigor remains intact, i.e., don’t give all easy problems, etc. 

 Reduce the amount of material the student must copy from the board.  

 

32. Short Instructions ( 1 or 2 Steps)  

The student with auditory perception problems, short-term memory difficulties or attention deficits will 

become frustrated and/or a disruption in your class with repeated questions like “What did you say?” 

“What am I supposed to do?” or “I didn’t hear you say that “. You can reduce his and your frustration by 

giving short, structured instructions.  

 Keep directions simple: (e.g., “Get your math book, turn to page 24.” When all students are on 

page 24, you can proceed with your next directions.)  

 Seat the student close to the source of directions, explanations, and instructions.  

 Provide the student with directions and instructions in written form.  
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 Rephrase directions, explanations, and instructions in order to increase the likelihood of the 

student understanding what is being presented.  

 Present directions following the outline of:  

a. What,  

b. How,  

c. Material and  

d. When.  

 Present concepts following the outline of:  

a. Who,  

b. What,  

c. Where,  

d. When,  

e. How, and  

f. Why  

 Give a signal prior to delivering directions orally to the student.  

 

33. Study Aids/Manipulatives  

Students with learning problems often need study sheets or other manipulatives to focus on the 

important elements of information to be learned. Manipulatives are physical tools of teaching that 

engage students visually and physically to support hands-on learning with such objects as markers, 

toothpicks, or coins, blocks, etc.  Students can manipulate these visible models to help solve problems, 

develop concepts, increase their understanding and come to accurate conclusions. 

 Provide students with review outlines or student questions containing the most important facts 

to remember.  

 List steps in a numerical sequence or step-by step order.  

 Teach students to recognize/identify signal words (e.g., oral and written). Example: “most of 

all”, “a key feature”, “a major event”, “above all”, “especially valuable”, “remember that”, “the 

principal item”, etc.  

 Teach students to recognize/identify conclusion words. (e.g., “therefore”, “as a result”, 

“consequently”, “in addition”, “for instance”, etc.)  

 Teach students to recognize/identify words and phrases, which usually indicate an addition 

operation; (e.g., together, altogether, sum, in addition, in all, both, gained etc.).  

 Teach students to recognize/identify words and phrases which usually indicate a subtraction 

operation (e.g., difference, from, left, how many, more less, withdrawal, spend, lost, remain, 

more, etc.).  

 Teach students to recognize/identify words and phrases which usually indicate a multiplication 

operation (e.g., area, each, times, product, double, triple, twice, etc.).  

 Teach students to recognize/identify words and phrases which usually indicate a division 

operation (e.g., into, share, average, monthly, yearly, quotient, etc.).  

 Have students prepare vocabulary cards/files in each course for each unit of study.  

 Provide student with proofreading checklist (see Appendix pgs. 27 - 53).  
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 The student will most effectively learn from real objects, models, 3-dimensional objects, and 

manipulative materials that can be touched and moved as they are used.  

 Provide 3”x5” blank cards with a window cut in the center to help the student focus on one 

question or problem at a time.  

 Divide difficult words into syllables to assist the poor reader.  

 Cue cards:  Place cues on a note card that will assist in decoding words, word problems, etc.  

 

34. Supervision During Transition Activities  

Some students require more supervision during times of change in the routine (i.e., moving between 

classes, going out to physical education, etc.) By supervising the student during these transition 

activities, problems can be avoided.  

 Assign the student an older buddy who can greet him/her before school and escort him/her to 

the classroom.  

 Make arrangements to have an instructional aide pick up the student a few minutes before the 

end of a class to escort him/her to the next location.  

 Stand at the end of the hallway and watch as the student travels to the next setting if the 

hallway is generally clear of others.  

 Make arrangements with another teacher to have your class join with his/hers for a transition 

period while you escort the student.  

 Ask if the bus driver is able to pick up the student before other students are released at the end 

of the day.  

 

35. Taped Assignments / Taped Recording of Required Readings  

When students have difficulty with written language, they lose a great deal of time as they search for a 

way to get their ideas onto paper. Students with physical handicaps may not be able to do this at all. 

Auditory aids assist many students. For example, poor readers and physically handicapped students 

often benefit from taped texts. Listening while reading a printed copy often improves comprehension 

and retention of the material read. It also helps a poor reader to increase the speed with which long 

texts are read.  

 Allow the students to tape their responses or compositions.  

 Allow the student to use a word processing program on a computer with dictation software.  

 Tape record the assignments for a student rather than have that student write them down.  

 Provide digital format of text:  Check with the special education teacher or tech instructional 

coach on your campus to determine which textbooks are available digitally.  

 Establish peer assistants or a buddy who can read material to the poor reader.  

 Ask class members to read important parts of the text to the class.  

 For complex directions, such as research papers or major reports, tape instructions and permit 

students to listen as many times as necessary without disturbing the class.  

 As the student listens to digital text, the teacher should administer an information quiz or 

summary every few pages.  

 Provide copies of class discussions or what is written on the board.  
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36. Task Analysis Of Assignments  

Students with a learning disability are easily overwhelmed when too many concepts are presented at 

one time. Task analysis breaks down a single task into its components and allows the student a step-by-

step view of what is required of him/her.  

 Provide the student with a checklist of items necessary for any assignment such as a listing of 

steps in math problem, an outline of required components in a writing assignment, a list of steps 

in a science experiment or project, etc.  

 Provide graphic representations of the parts or components of any multi-step task. The 

representation can be done in multiple colors to cue the student to the parts or steps required.  

 Break the sequence to be learned into its individual components and have the student learn one 

unit at a time. The student needs to see and understand how each unit fits into the sequence as 

a whole so you might provide him/her with the “big picture” in some form for future reference.  

 Have the student maintain a notebook in which he/she keeps notes regarding necessary 

sequential information.  

 Use clear, simplified representations (e.g., diagram, flow chart, picture, map or other graphic 

organizer).  

 Present one concept at a time. Make certain the student understands each concept before 

presenting the next.  

 Scan all materials for new words. Use simple terms when possible.  

 Begin with concepts that are known and then follow with skills or concepts not already 

mastered or integrated. Relationships will be more obvious when progressing to new skills and 

concepts.  

 Develop a pacing timeline for students:  Establish checkpoints for the student so s/he can 

monitor their pace to complete an assignment. 

 

37. Visual Aids  

Learning occurs in a variety of styles. Regardless of the specific exceptionality, a particular student may 

rely on one modality more than another in the learning process. To accommodate the visual learner, 

teachers must vary the method of instruction. A student with visual strengths will learn best by seeing, 

watching and demonstration.  

 Seat the student so the student can see both the teacher and visual aids.  

 Always demonstrate/give examples.  

 Model the skills to be taught.  

 Show movies, slides, filmstrips, or use pictures for conceptual development.  

 Allow student to use visual approaches to reading (e.g., whole word, configurations, word 

families, and experience charts).  

 Use visual clues for tasks involving auditory memory, such as learning poems.  

 Use references for poor spellers, such as a dictionary, a word list, vocabulary list, etc.  

 Allow the student to read silently to find answers to specific questions.  

 Use rebus stories as an aid.  

 Use charts, maps, graphs, posters, and tables.  
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 Use color coding on worksheets and when using the whiteboard or document camera.  

 Decrease extraneous visual stimuli by utilizing study carrels or seating students away from 

bulletin boards.  

 Provide written directions.  

 Remain stationary when talking to the student because movement disturbs his/her focus.  

 Use Anchor Charts for math computations or formulas, grammar concepts (i.e., preposition lists, 

irregular verbs, etc.), parts of a composition, etc...  

 Write directions on handouts or whiteboard and leave them for future reference.  

 Create a progress monitor chart:  Track the number of problems, words, or questions that the 

student answers correctly and graphically show progress. Don’t compare this student’s 

performance against the non-disabled peers.  
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Substantially altered by Diana Browning Wright with permission from Jeff Sprague, Ph.D.  from an original by DeSchenes, C., Ebeling, D., & Sprague, J. (1994).  Adapting Curriculum & Instruction in Inclusive Classrooms:  A Teachers Desk Reference.  ISDD-
CSCI Publication.  
Diana Browning Wright, Teaching & Learning 2005 NineTypes_inst05 

 Nine Types of Curriculum Adaptations 
  

 Quantity *  
 
Adapt the number of items that the learner is 
expected to learn or number of activities student 
will complete prior to assessment for mastery. 
 
For example: 
Reduce the number of social studies terms a learner 
must learn at any one time. Add more practice 
activities or worksheets. 

 
 

 
 Time * 
 
Adapt the time allotted and allowed for learning, task 
completion, or testing. 
 
For example: 
Individualize a timeline for completing a task; pace learning 
differently (increase or decrease) for some learners.  
 

 
 

 
 Level of Support * 
 
Increase the amount of personal assistance to keep 
the student on task or to reinforce or prompt use of 
specific skills. Enhance adult-student relationship; 
use physical space and environmental structure. 
 
For example: 
Assign peer buddies, teaching assistants, peer tutors, 
or cross-age tutors.  Specify how to interact with the 
student or how to structure the environment. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 Input * 
 
Adapt the way instruction is delivered to the 
learner. 
 
For example: 
Use different visual aids, enlarge text, plan more 
concrete examples, provide hands-on activities, 
place students in cooperative groups, pre-teach key 
concepts or terms before the lesson. 

 
 

 
 Difficulty *  
 
Adapt the skill level, problem type, or the rules on how the 
learner may approach the work. 
 
For example: 
Allow the use of a calculator to figure math problems; 
simplify task directions; change rules to accommodate 
learner needs. 

 
 

 
 Output * 
 
Adapt how the student can respond to instruction. 
 
For example: 
Instead of answering questions in writing, allow a 
verbal response, use a communication book for some 
students, allow students to show knowledge with 
hands on materials. 

 
  
 Participation * 
 
Adapt the extent to which a learner is actively 
involved in the task. 
 
For example: 
In geography, have a student hold the globe, while 
others point out locations. Ask the student to lead a 
group. Have the student turn the pages while sitting 
on your lap (kindergarten). 

 
 

 
 Alternate Goals  
 
Adapt the goals or outcome expectations while using the 
same materials.  When routinely utilized, this is only for 
students with moderate to severe disabilities. 
 
For example: 
In a social studies lesson, expect a student to be able to 
locate the colors of the states on a map, while other students 
learn to locate each state and name the capital. 

 
 

 
 Substitute Curriculum  

Sometimes called “functional curriculum” 
 
Provide different instruction and materials to meet a 
learner’s individual goals.  When routinely utilized, 
this is only for students with moderate to severe 
disabilities. 
 
For example: 
During a language lesson a student is learning toileting 
skills with an aide. 

*  This adaptation is an accommodation if the student can demonstrate mastery of the standard on an assessment. The key concept is: Will the student ultimately master the same material but demonstrate 
that mastery in alternate ways or with alternate supports?  If standards are not fundamentally or substantially altered, then this adaptation is an accommodation to a learning or performance difference.  

  This adaptation is a modification if the student will not demonstrate mastery of the standard on an assessment.  If routinely utilized, these adaptations are modifications and require individualized 
goals and assessment.  
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Service Documentation Log Guidelines 
 

 

Documentation: 

It is highly recommended that documentation be maintained on a daily bases for accommodations and 

SPED in-class support.   Campus and Special Education (SE) administration will be performing compliance 

checks to ensure that documentation is up to date.  Likewise, it is recommended that case managers 

check documentation for students that receive only accommodations in the general education 

classroom. 

 

 The Support Facilitator (SF) should document service TIME on the log for each session prior to 
leaving the classroom.  The SF should also initial any accommodations s/he implemented during 
the in-class support time.   

 The General Education teacher is responsible for reviewing the accommodations daily to ensure 
that all implemented accommodations are documented.  The GE teacher should initial any 
accommodations that were provided outside of the Support Facilitator’s knowledge and/or in-
class support time. 

 

Accommodations ONLY: 

The General Education teacher will be responsible for implementing and documenting the 

accommodations listed in the top portion of the SDL.  GE teachers are to verify that the 

accommodations on the SDL match the legal IEP document.  When preparing the form for GE teachers, 

CCM’s are to write “N/A” under the “Duration: SPED Time in Class” section of the SDL that documents 

in-class support time.     

 

Oral Administration: 

Specific service time is to be documented when students are removed from the GE setting for Oral 

Admin (OA).  Additionally, any service time provided before or after the OA time is to be documented as 

well (ex: prep time, accommodations, review, monitoring, organization, etc., prior to or after the test). 

 

If the SF pulls only a few of the SE students in a class out for OA, and other SE students remain in the 

general ed. setting without SE support available, documentation should indicate that services were not 

provided to those students remaining in the GE class for the amount of time in which the SF was not 

present. 

 

Cluster service documentation: 

In general, there are Direct Individual Interventions utilized with students on a regular basis, such as 

Guided Practice (GP), Implementing Accommodations (IA), and Monitoring (M).  These can be clustered 

together for ease of documentation.  Additionally, it is acceptable to clusters of different 

accommodations together, based on the individual needs of a particular student.  There can be multiple 

clusters created for an individual student, based on their needs.  Clusters can consist of a combination of 
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2 to 4 accommodations; however, in order to accurately monitor and determine student needs, clusters 

should not exceed 4 accommodations per cluster. 

 

Signatures: 

At the end of each 9 week documentation period, ALL staff responsible for implementing the in-class 

supports will the will sign the bottom of each SDL, verifying that the documented services were 

provided.  This includes, the GE teacher, the SF and the student’s case manager. 

 

For those students that don’t have SF providing direct interventions (student has general ed. 

accommodations only), the general education teacher is solely responsible for logging the 

accommodations provided each day (the top portion of the SDL only).  The student’s case manager is 

responsible for consulting with the general education teacher and regularly monitoring the 

implementation of the accommodations.  At the end of the 9 week documentation period, BOTH the GE 

teacher and CCM (Campus Case Manger) will sign the bottom of the SDL, verifying that the documented 

services were provided.  

 

 

 

ISS:  

If a student is in ISS, comparable services are to be provided to that student in ISS and documented.  If 

comparable services are not provided in the ISS setting, documentation should reflect that the student 

was in ISS and that services were not provided  by writing “ISS” above the shaded section (Duration: 

Direct Individual Intervention), corresponding to the column for that day. 

*The student should be monitored to ensure that they do not exceed 10 school days without services.   

 

Refusals: 

In the event that a student refuses an accommodation/modification/intervention, the service provider is 

to enter “R” next to the accommodation/modification/intervention attempted for that day.   

* Before accepting the refusal, ensure that multiple opportunities are offered for the student to receive 

the accommodation/modification/intervention. 

 

Student Absence: 

Document student absences by writing an “A” in the column corresponding to that day. 

 

Support Facilitator Absence: 

If a substitute is not available to cover services when a SF is absent, document the teacher absences by 

writing a “SF-A” in the column for that corresponding day, in the “Duration: SPED Time in Class” section. 

 

Substitutes:  

When the SF is out, a substitute should cover services.  The General Education (GE) teacher will provide 

direction to the substitute for implementing accommodations/modifications/interventions for that class 
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period and will document services and time on the Service Documentation Log (SDL).  For confidentiality 

purposes, the substitute will not have access to the SDL. 

 

Dissemination: 

At the beginning of the year, it is recommended that a notebook be prepared for each teacher 

containing tabs for each student.  General education teachers can pick up their binders at the beginning 

of the year and sign off that they have received the necessary paperwork.   

 

At the beginning of each 9 week grading period, a new, clean copy of the SDL is to be provided to the GE 

teacher.  At the end of each 9 week grading period, the completed SDL’s will be turned in/picked up and 

filed in the Campus Case Managers student folders.   

 

At the student’s Annual IEP meeting, Campus Case Managers are to submit the completed SDL, for each 

grading period (across subjects at secondary level).  SDL’s will be analyzed to determine the 

effectiveness of each accommodation and filed in the student’s folder at the SPED office. 

 

Failures: 

As we monitor students throughout the year, we must ensure that accommodations are effective and 

implemented regularly.   In the event that a student is failing, the SDL data will provide immediate 

feedback as to what is working or not working so that calculated decisions (Plan of Action) can be made 

to target the individual needs of the students.   

 

To develop a Plan of Action for those student who are failing, The Failure Action Plan – Student 

Intervention form should be used to document communication with the student’s teachers and parents.  

The Yearly Progress Summary Sheet is to be completed, as a means to track failing student’s progress, 

document the effectiveness of different and/or additional support, and ensure that students do not 

continue to fail without additional intervention.    
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Preparing Assignments Sheets 

 

Students with special learning needs perform better when assignments are structured. Providing time 

for the students to fill out a daily assignment sheet with relevant information will help to provide this 

structure. To succeed in the task of preparing assignment sheets, the students need instructions in how 

to look at assignments and how to complete them in an organized way. In learning how to correctly 

prepare assignments sheets, the students will be able to strengthen their ability to remember to take 

adequate materials and information home to complete homework assignments.  

 

Teach students to follow the Rules for Writing Assignments. Rules should then be displayed in the 

classroom.  

 

Rules for Writing Assignments  

1. Write the assignment exactly as your teacher gives it.  

2. Write the word “book”, “workbook”.  

3. Write the page number.  

4. Write all important information such as Part A, number 1-10.  

5. Write the date the assignment is due.  

6. Each day have the parents initial the assignment sheet.  
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Adapting Material Format 
 

I. Student Skills Required By Material Format  

 

A. Essay test/short answer.  

Know the material, be able to process a lot of material, good memory skills (needs no stimulus 

cues), good organizational skills, high vocabulary, read at test vocabulary level, and be able to 

express answers in writing.  

 

B. Listing  

Know the material, be able to process a lot of material, good memory skills (need few or no 

stimulus cues), be able to express answers in writing, good organizational skills, and read at test 

vocabulary level.  

 

C. Fill in the blank  

Know the material, read at test vocabulary level, be able to express answers in writing, be able to 

transfer answer to answer column.  

 

D. Computation  

Know basic math facts, know mathematical processes, good organizational skills, read at test 

vocabulary level (e.g., word problems), be able to “visualize” problems sometimes need to 

transfer answer to answer column.  

 

E. Multiple choice  

Know the material, read at vocabulary level and be able to transfer answer to answer column or 

sheet if required.  

 

F. Matching  

Know the material, read at vocabulary level of test and be able to transfer answers to answer 

column or sheet if required.  

 

G. True/false  

Know the material, read at vocabulary level of test, and be able to transfer answer to answer 

column or sheet if required.  

 

NOTE:  

In general, essay/short answer, listing, fill-in-the-blank are more frustrating and require more test-taking 

skills than multiple choice, matching, and T/F tests. When choosing a format to use, consider the 

students’ skills levels as well as your purpose. If a student fails the test, be sure it’s because the student 

doesn’t know the material rather than because the student doesn’t have the skills required by the test 

format. 
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II. General Considerations In Format Construction  

 

A. Appearance  

1. Group material into small sections.  

2. Space the items on the page (i.e., avoid crowding).  

3. Limit the number of answer choices.  

4. Be sure the test is legible.  

 

B. Length  

1. Make it no longer than necessary.  

2. Match the length with the student’s working period.  

 

C. Other  

1. If a student has a low reading level, have the test pre-taped or read it to the student.  

2. If a student has great difficulty with expression in writing, let the student tape the answers or 

tell you the answers.  

3. Supply diagrams for computation problems when applicable.  

 

III. Format Modifications  

The following pages give a few examples of test modifications (i.e., original vs. modified). These are not 

all the possible modifications but were chosen as good examples. 
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STUDY SHEETS 

 

1. Explanation of types of alterations  

A. Highlighting— identifies with a light-colored felt tip pen pertinent facts and main ideas.  

B. Outlines—a complete outline for the student to follow during the activity or a partially 

completed outline for the student to fill in as he goes through the activity.  

C. Preview questions—a limited number of questions (usually 5-10) that focus the student’s 

attention on significant ideas and facts.  

D. Vocabulary preview—words list of relevant vocabulary defined in simple, easily understood 

terms.  

E. One-page summary—a narrative summary of the most important facts from the information 

presented.  

F. Review of important facts—major events, concepts, dates, and names presented in a clear 

format other than narrative or outline.  

G. Visual representation—any diagram, graph, chart or other representation of material in visual 

form.  

H. Taped books—oral reading of selections on cassette tapes for students to listen to while 

reading.  

 

2. Construction of alterations  

A. Highlighted assignment  

 Don’t highlight too much material: student will be confused by too many facts.  

 Highlight material related directly to the main idea.  

 The student should be able to read just the highlights and have enough information to pass 

a test with a satisfactory grade.  

 After reading the selection, highlight the following:  

o Graphs, maps, charts  

o Italics and boldface  

o Names, dates, places  

o Vocabulary and terms  

o Picture captions  

 Teach the student how the highlighted material should be used  

 

B. Outlines  

 Select only the most pertinent facts and main ideas.  

 Represent these in outline form (limit the number of items in each outline section to 2 or 3).  

 Represent different sections of the outline on separate pages (section I on one page, section 

II on the next).  

 Outlines can be completed for the student to follow as he/she goes through the activity.  

 Outlines can be partially completed so the student fills in certain items as he/she uses the 

outline with the activity.  
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 Consider spacing carefully by:  

1. Allowing ample space between items.  

2. Show an obvious division between sections.  

3. Separate subsections with lines if appropriate.  

 

C. Preview questions  

 After reading selection, make up a question which focuses on each main point in the 

selection.  

 Ask questions in concise, understandable manner.  

 List questions in order of appearance in the selection.  

 Limit questions to most pertinent facts and concepts.  

 Limit total number of questions: use no more than 5 to 10.  

 Preview questions may be done in two forms:  

1. Questions only.  

2. Question with alternative answers from which to choose (multiple choice).  
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MNEMONICS 
 

 The order of taxonomy: 
Kids Prefer Cheese Over Fried Green Spinach 
(Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species) 

 
 Order of Planets: 

My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us Noodles  
(Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune) 

 
 Order of math operations:   

Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally 
(Parentheses, Exponents, Multiply, Divide, Add, and Subtract) 

 
 The order of the Great Lakes from west to east: 

Super Man Helps Every One. 
(Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, Ontario) 

 
 The first eight U.S. presidents: 

Will A Jolly Man Make A Jolly Visitor? 
(George Washington, John Quincy Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, James Monroe, John 
Quincy Adams, Andrew Jackson, Martin Van Buren) 

 
 The seven articles of the United States Constitution: 

Large Elephants Jump Slowly And Sink Rapidly 
(Legislative, Executive, Judicial, Supremacy, Amendment, Statehood, Ratification) 

 
 To remember the value of pi: May I have a large container of coffee? 

(The number of letters in each word equals the numerals in pi = 3.1415927) 

 
 ROY G. BIV for the spectrum colors 

(Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet) 
 
 Pvt. Tim Hall for the essential amino acids 

(Phenylanine, Valine, Threonine, Tryptophan, Isoleucine, Methionine, Histidine, Arginine, Leucine, 
Lysine) 
 

 FANBOYS for the seven coordinating conjunctions 
(For, And, Nor, But, Or, Yet, So) 

 
 HOMES for the Great Lakes 

(Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, Superior) 
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USE OF CALCULATORS 

 

The question is not whether you should use a calculator in your classroom, but how you should use it. 

The calculator can help you do a better job of teaching basic mathematics and concepts in other content 

areas. The calculator can also be a valuable compensatory tool for some students. Some suggested uses 

are:  

 

General  

 Student use to check own answers.  

 A team of students with one calculator check papers.  

 If student does 5 problems independently, then he can do 5 problems with a calculator.  

 Answer story problems with a calculator.  

 

Counting and Numeration  

 The nature of the counting process is made obvious by the machine.  

 The number one can be added to each number.  

 The calculator can be used for skip counting (counting by 2s, 3s, etc.)  

 Oral practice in naming numerals and number words.  

 

Computation Skills  

 Many games can be designed to help students remember basic computation facts.  

 Give problems with real applications, and allow students to develop their own methods of 

solution. The objective is the development of the method, not the method itself.  

 Have students work problems, check their answers with calculator and find errors in their own 

work.  

 

Measurement and Geometry  

 Make measurement experiences more real as students compute perimeters.  

 Areas and volumes.  

 Excellent device for helping the student try different methods for discovering a pattern and then 

extending the pattern.  

 

Problem-Solving  

 Discover and expand science and social studies facts such as dates, population figures, and other 

statistics.  

 Enables some students to work with extremely large and small numbers and with data that 

would be difficult for them with paper and pencil.  
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GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR CONTRACTING  

1. Explain to the student what a contract is. Your explanation will depend on the conversational 

level of the student, but it may be helpful to use examples of contracts that the student will 

encounter in day-to-day life.  

2. Give the student the opportunity to discuss what a contract is, sharing examples.  

3. Ask the student to suggest some tasks that might be included in a contract between the student 

and teacher. Write these down.  

4. Suggest some tasks that you would like to see the student accomplish, and write these down.  

5. Decide on mutually agreeable tasks. If a third party is to be involved in the contract, be sure that 

the party also agrees on the task that you have selected.  

6. Discuss with the student possible activities, items, or privileges that he/she would like to earn. 

Write these down.  

7. Negotiate how the student will earn the reinforcers by accomplishing portions or all the tasks.  

8. Identify the criteria for mastery of each task (e.g., time allotted, achievement level, how the task 

is be evaluated, etc.)  

9. Determine when the student will receive the reinforcers for completing tasks.  

10. Identify consequences for the student for not completing tasks. Write them down.  

11. Determine when the contract will be reviewed to make necessary revisions or to review 

progress.  

12. Make an extra copy of the contract. Give this copy to the student. If a third party is involved, 

give that party a copy of the contract also.  

13. Sign the contract, get the student to sign the contract, and if there is a third party involved, ask 

the third party to sign the contract.  
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The contract is one of the most individualized and personalized approaches of intervening to improve 

behavior. This component contributes to the personal aspect of the individual enforcement system due 

to the private manner in which teacher, student and parents may work together for behavior 

improvement. The contract should specify:  

1. Who is working toward the goals?  

2. What is expected (social behaviors, academic productivity or quality)?  

3. The amount of appropriate work or behavior that is expected.  

4. The kind of reinforcement that is earned.  

5. The amount of the reinforcement.  

6. When the reinforcement will be made available?  
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CPI’s Top 10 De-Escalation Tips 
 

There are times you might deal with angry, hostile, or noncompliant behavior. Your response to 

defensive behavior is often the key to avoiding a physical confrontation with someone who has lost 

control of their behavior. These Top 10 De-Escalation Tips will help you respond to difficult behavior in 

the safest, most effective way possible.  For more information:  www.crisisprevention.com 

 

Tip 1: 

Be empathic and nonjudgmental. When someone says or does something you perceive as weird or 

irrational, try not to judge or discount their feelings. Whether or not you think those feelings are 

justified, they’re real to the other person. Pay attention to them. 

 

Keep in mind that whatever the person is going through, it may be the most important thing in their life 

at the moment. 

 

Tip 2: 

Respect personal space. If possible, stand 1.5 to three feet away from a person who’s escalating. 

Allowing personal space tends to decrease a person’s anxiety and can help you prevent acting-out 

behavior. 

 

If you must enter someone’s personal space to provide care, explain your actions so the person feels 

less confused and frightened. 

 

Tip 3: 

Use nonthreatening non-verbal language. The more a person loses control, the less they hear your 

words—and the more they react to your nonverbal communication. Be mindful of your gestures, facial 

expressions, movements, and tone of voice. 

 

Keeping your tone and body language neutral will go a long way toward defusing the situation. 

 

Tip 4: 

Avoid overreacting. Remain calm, rational, and professional. While you can’t control the person’s 

behavior, how you respond to their behavior will have a direct effect on whether the situation escalates 

or defuses. 

 

Positive thoughts like “I can handle this” and “I know what to do” will help you maintain your own 

rationality and calm the person down. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.crisisprevention.com/
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Tip 5: 

Focus on feelings. Facts are important, but how a person feels is the heart of the matter. Yet some 

people have trouble identifying how they feel about what’s happening to them. Watch and listen 

carefully for the person’s real message. 

 

Try saying something like “that must be scary.”  Supportive words like these will let the person know 

that you understand what’s happening – and you may get a positive response. 

 

Tip 6: 

Ignore challenging questions. Answering challenging questions often results in a power struggle. When a 

person challenges your authority, redirect their attention to the issue at hand. 

Ignore the challenge, but not the person.  Bring their focus back to how you can work together to solve 

the problem.  

 

Tip 7: 

Set limits. If a person’s behavior is belligerent, defensive, or disruptive, give them clear, simple, and 

enforceable limits. Offer concise and respectful choices and consequences. 

 

A person who’s upset may not be able to focus on everything you say.  Be clear, speak simply, and offer 

the positive choice first. 

 

Tip 8: 

Choose wisely what you insist upon. It’s important to be thoughtful in deciding which rules are 

negotiable and which are not. For example, if a person doesn’t want to shower in the morning, can you 

allow them to choose the time of day that feels best for them? 

 

If you can offer a person options and flexibility, you may be able to avoid unnecessary altercations. 

 

Tip 9: 

Allow silence for reflection. We’ve all experienced awkward silences. While it may seem counterintuitive 

to let moments of silence occur, sometimes it’s the best choice. It can give a person a chance to reflect 

on what’s happening, and how he or she needs to proceed. 

 

Believe it or not, silence can be a powerful communication tool. 

 

Tip 10: 

Allow time for decisions. When a person is upset, they may not be able to think clearly. Give them a few 

moments to think through what you’ve said. 

  

A person’s stress rises when they feel rushed.  Allowing time brings calm.   
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PROOFREADING CHECKLIST 
 

FORM  

  I have a title page with centered title, subject, class, name and date.  

  I have as thesis statement telling the main idea of my paper.  

  I have an outline that structures the major topics and minor subheadings.  

  I have footnoted direct quotes and paraphrased material.  

  I have made a footnote page using correct form.  

  I have made a bibliography, using correct form, of all reference materials.  

 

GRAMMAR  

  I have begun all sentences with capital letters.  

  I have put a period at the end of each sentence and a question mark at end of each question.  

  I have used other punctuation marks correctly.  

  I have checked words for misspelling.  

  I have reread sentences for correct noun-verb agreement and awkward phrasing.  

  I have checked all sentences to be sure each is complete.  

 

CONTENT  

  I have followed my outline.  

  I have covered each topic from my outline thoroughly and in order.  

  Each paragraph has a topic sentence. 

  The paper has an introduction.  

  The paper has a conclusion.  

  I have proven my thesis statement. 
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Homework Assignments 

 

1. Students need to be made aware of the value and usefulness of the assignment.  

2. Before an assignment is sent home, the teacher should ascertain that the concept taught in class 

is clearly understood.  

3. The assignment needs to be specific and clearly explained. The teacher should verify that the 

student understands the homework. Clarification of the assignment can be explained in the 

following manner:  

 Examples of the task  

 Restating the assignment in a different way  

 Illustration  

 Demonstration  

 Tape record instructions  

 Assign the student a study buddy for contact in the evening  

4. The teacher has the responsibility to see that homework is evaluated and returned to the 

student. The student needs a clear understanding of how homework will be evaluated.  

5. As much as possible, the assignment should be individualized to meet the maturity and ability 

needs of the student. Blanket assignments do not prove to be effective.  

6. “Busy work” assignments are counter-productive to learning. Students need assignments that 

enrich and extend their learning.  

7. Prior to assigning the homework, the teacher should consider how long it will take the student 

to complete the assignments. Teachers tend to underestimate how long it will take the student 

to complete the work.  

8. THE STUDENT SHOULD NEVER FAIL BECAUSE OF HOMEWORK!!! 

   




